Corner Protectors for Surgical Trays

INTEGRITY Corner Protector

Item Number: 7000600
500/case (100 per bag x 5 bags)

Item Number: 7000650
100/case (100 per bag)

The Product
This uniquely-designed corner protector is the best option for central sterile processing departments to prevent tears and rips in the sterilization wrap that goes around surgical trays during surgical instrument processing.

The Problem
Surgical trays typically have sharp corners and feet on the bottom, both of which can cause tearing, holes or rips in the sterilization wrap when the trays are moved and handled. When this occurs, the instruments in the tray are considered contaminated and have to be reprocessed at an average cost of $500+ for rework, not counting down time and frustration levels in the OR and SPD departments.

The Solution
The INTERGRITY Corner Protector prevents the occurrence of rips and tears by providing a barrier between the sterilization wrap and the corners/feet. Its high quality plastic material is flexible enough to fit all kinds of corner designs but is strong enough to maintain its structure when the trays are moved or stacked. Validated for all types of sterilization, this corner protector eliminates the concern of water borne pathogens that linen towels and foam or paper corner protectors have. It is reposable (reusable up to 10 times) making it the economical choice as its cost for is up to 75% less than any single use corner protector on the market.
Perfect Fit for All Types of Surgical Trays

- Designed for large, heavy surgical trays – especially effective with large loaner trays
- Will accommodate large, elevated, offset or receded feet on the bottom corners of the tray
- Flexible material fits trays with straight or rounded corners

Protects the Sterilization Wrap from Tearing

- The corner protectors stay in place while wrapping the surgical tray
- Supports heavy trays and will not “bottom out” or flatten
- Prevents the sharp corners and feet from tearing and ripping the sterilization wrap, even when sliding the tray
- Eliminates the chance for contamination of surgical instruments while processing

Provides Safety During and After the Sterilization Cycle

- Validated for use in Steam, ETO and Plasma (Sterrad) sterilization
- Specially designed to allow complete flow of the sterilizing agent into the corners of the tray
- Elevates the tray to allow for better circulation and quicker dry times
- The corner protector does not retain moisture – therefore, water borne pathogens will not develop and contaminate the contents of the tray

Saves Time and Money for Healthcare Facilities

- Multi-use makes it economical as compared to single-use corner protectors
- Saves the OR and SPD the time, money and frustration involved in reprocessing and rework
- The product is recyclable, environmentally friendly and green